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Abstract. Document clustering is a powerful technique that has been widely 
used for organizing data into smaller and manageable information kernels. Sev-
eral approaches have been proposed suffering however from problems like syn-
onymy, ambiguity and lack of a descriptive content marking of the generated 
clusters. We are proposing the enhancement of standard kmeans algorithm us-
ing the external knowledge from WordNet hypernyms in a twofold manner: en-
riching the “bag of words” used prior to the clustering process and assisting the 
label generation procedure following it. Our experimentation revealed a signifi-
cant improvement over standard kmeans for a corpus of news articles derived 
from major news portals. Moreover, the cluster labeling process generates use-
ful and of high quality cluster tags. 
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1   Introduction 

While the amount of online information sources is rapidly increasing, so does the 
available online news content. One of the commonest approaches for organizing this 
immense amount of data is the use of clustering techniques. However, there are sev-
eral challenges that clustering techniques normally have to overcome. Among them is 
efficiency: generated clusters have to be well connected from a notional point of 
view, despite the diversity in content and size that the original documents might have. 
For example, it is frequent for some news articles to belong to the same notional clus-
ter, even though they do not share common words. The vise-versa is also possible: 
news articles sharing common words, while being completely unrelated to each other. 
Ambiguity and synonymy are thus two of the major problems that document cluster-
ing techniques regularly fail to tackle. 

Furthermore, having IR systems simply generate clusters of documents is not 
enough per se. The reason is that it’s virtually impossible for humans to conceptualize 
information by merely browsing though hundreds of documents belonging to the 
same cluster. However, assigning meaningful labels to the generated clusters can help 
users conveniently recognize the content of each generated set and thus easily analyze 
the results. 

Two generic categories of the various clustering methods exist: agglomerative hier-
archical and partitional. Typical hierarchical techniques generate a series of partitions 
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over the data, which may run from a single cluster containing all objects to n clusters 
each containing a single object, and are widely visualized through a tree-like structure. 
On the other hand, partitional algorithms typically determine all clusters at once. For 
partitional techniques, a global criterion is most commonly used, the optimization of 
which drives the entire process, producing thus a single-level division of the data. 
Given the number of desired clusters, let k, partitional algorithms find all k clusters of 
the data at once, such that the sum of distances over the items to their cluster centers is 
minimal. Moreover, for a clustering result to be accurate, besides the low intra-cluster 
distance, high inter-cluster distances, i.e. well separated clusters, is desired. A typical 
partitional algorithm is k-means which is based on the notion of the cluster  
center, a point in the data space, usually not existent in the data themselves, which 
represents a cluster. 

The family of k-means partitional clustering algorithms [1] usually tries to mini-
mize the average squared distance between points in the same cluster, i.e. if d1, d2,…, 
dn are the n documents and c1, c2,…, ck are the k clusters centroids, k-means tries to 
minimize the global criterion function:  
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Several improvements have been proposed over this simple scheme, like bisecting k-
means [2], k-means++ [3] and many more. 

WordNet is one of the most widely used thesauri for English. It attempts to model 
the lexical knowledge of a native English speaker. Containing over 150,000 terms, it 
groups nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs into sets of synonyms called synsets. The 
synsets are organized into senses, giving thus the synonyms of each word, and also 
into hyponym / hypernym (i.e., Is-A), and meronym / holonym (i.e., Part-Of) relation-
ships, providing a hierarchical tree-like structure for each term. The applications of 
WordNet to various IR techniques have been widely researched concerning finding 
the semantic similarity of retrieved terms [4], or their association with clustering 
techniques. For example in [5] they combine the WordNet knowledge with fuzzy 
association rules and in [7], they extend the bisecting k-means using WordNet; their 
methodology however is rather unclear.  

Regarding cluster labeling, techniques frequently evaluate labels using information 
from the cluster themselves [8], while existing approaches that utilize other external 
databases, like Wikipedia [6] are only good for the labeling process and not the clus-
tering one. Recently in [9], WordNet hypernyms were used for the labeling process; 
we found however that their weighting scheme didn’t scale well with the number of 
documents. 

In this paper we are presenting a novel algorithmic approach towards document 
clustering, and in particular, clustering of news articles deriving from the Web, that 
combines regular kmeans with external information extracted from the WordNet 
database. We are also incorporating the proposed algorithm in our existing system 
[10], evaluating the clustering results compared to regular kmeans using a large pool 
of Web news articles existing in the system's database. 
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2   Information Flow 

The flow of information as handled by our approach is depicted in Fig. 1. At its input 
stage, our system crawls and fetches news articles from major or minor news portals 
from around the world. This is an offline procedure and once articles as well as meta-
data information are fetched, they are stored in the centralized database from where 
they are picked up by the following procedures. 

A key procedure of the system as a whole, which is probably as least as important 
as the clustering algorithm that follows it, is text preprocessing on the fetched article’s 
content, that results to the extraction of the keywords each article consists of. Ana-
lyzed in [10], keyword extraction handles the cleaning of articles, the extraction of the 
nouns [11], the stemming as well as the stopword removal process. Following, it 
applies several heuristics to come up with a weighting scheme that appropriately 
weights the keywords of each article based on information about the rest of the docu-
ments in our database. Pruning of words, appearing with low frequency throughout 
the corpus, which are unlikely to appear in more than small number of articles, comes 
next. Keyword extraction, utilizing the vector space model [12], generates the term-
frequency vector, describing each article that will be used by the clustering approach 
technique that follows, as a ‘bag of words’ (words – frequencies). 

Our aim towards increasing the efficiency of the used clustering algorithm is to en-
hance this ‘bag of words’ with the use of external databases, and in particular, Word-
Net (dashed box). This enhanced feature list, feeds the kmeans clustering procedure 
that follows. In this work, clustering is achieved via regular kmeans using the cosine 
similarity distance measure: 
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Where |α|, |b| are the lengths of the vectors α, b respectively and the similarity be-
tween the two data points is viewed by means of their angle in the n-dimensional 
space. It is important to note however that the clustering process is independent of the 
rest of the steps, meaning that it can easily be replaced by any other clustering ap-
proach operating on a word-level of the input documents. 

The generated clusters are finally forwarded for labeling, taking also advantage of 
the WordNet database. The labeling subprocess outputs suggested tags for the given 
cluster. Cluster assignments, as well as labels are the output of the proposed approach. 

 

Fig. 1. Information flow for clustering news articles 
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3   Algorithm Approach 

The WordNet lexical reference system, organizes different linguistic relations into 
hierarchies. Most importantly, given any noun, verb, adjective and adverb, WordNet 
can provide results regarding hypernyms, hyponyms, meronyms or holonyms. Using 
these graph-like structures, we can search the WordNet database for all the hy-
pernyms of a given set of words, then weight them appropriately, and finally chose 
representative hypernyms that seem to extend the overall meaning of the set of given 
words. This intuitive approach, however, depends entirely on the weighting formula 
that will be used during the process. It is important that weighting only introduces 
“new knowledge” to the list of given words that will make the clustering result less 
fuzzy and more accurate. 

3.1   Enriching Articles Using WordNet 

Initially, for each given keyword of the article, we generate its graphs of hypernyms 
leading to the root hypernym (commonly being ‘entity’ for nouns). Following, we 
combine each individual hypernym graph to an aggregated one. There are practically 
two parameters that need to be taken into consideration for each hypernym of the 
aggregate tree-like structure in order to determine its importance: the depth and the 
frequency of appearance. For example, Fig. 2 depicts the aggregated hypernym graph 
for three terms: ‘pie’, ‘apple’, ‘orange’. 

 

Fig. 2. Aggregate hypernym graph for three words: ‘pie’, ‘apple’, ‘orange’ 

It is observed that the higher (i.e. less deep, walking from the root node down-
wards) the hypernym is in the graph, the more generic it is. However, the lower the 
hypernym is in the graph, the less chances it has to occur in many graph paths, i.e. its 
frequency of appearance is low. In our approach, those two contradicting parameters 
are weighted using the formula (3). 
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where d stands for the node’s depth in the graph (starting from root and moving 
downwards), f is the frequency of appearance of the node to the multiple graph paths 
and TW is the number of total words that were used for generating the graph (i.e. total 
article’s keywords). Function (3) is a sigmoid one with a steepness value including 
both the frequency and the depth of the hypernym. For large depth · frequency com-
binations, the weight of the hypernym reaches closer and closer to 1 (neither f nor d 
can be negative), whereas for low depth · frequency combinations the weight is close 
to 0. A keyword having no hypernym or not being in WordNet is omitted both from 
the graph and the TW sum. Furthermore, a hypernym may have multiple paths to the 
root, but is counted only once for each given keyword. Note also that the depth has a 
predominant role in the weighting process, much greater than frequency does. Fre-
quency, however, acts as a selective factor when the graph expands with more and 
more keywords being added. We concluded to this weighting scheme after observa-
tions of hypernym graphs generated over hundreds of keywords because it scales well 
with real data. Given the aggregate hypernym graph in Fig. 2, we can compute the 
weight of the various hypernyms. For example for ‘fruit’: d = 9, f = 2 and W = 
0.9954, where for ‘edible fruit’: W = 0.8915, and for ‘food’: W = 0.6534. 

The enriching algorithm using WordNet hypernyms, as outlined in Algorithm 1, 
operates on the articles keywords generating a hypernym graph for each. We use only 
20% of the article’s most important keywords reducing, thus, dimensionality and 
noise as explained in [10]. Following, an aggregate graph is generated from which the 
weight of each hypernym is calculated using formula (3). The graph is sorted based 
on the nodes’ weights and a list of the top keywords – hypernyms is returned, contain-
ing the suggested ones for enriching the article. We take into consideration a total size 
of a quarter of the article’s hypernyms for the enriching ones. 

 
Algorithm wordnet_enrich 
Input: article a 
Output: enriched list of keywords 
total_hypen_tree = NULL 
kws = fetch 20% most frequent k/ws for a 
for each keyword kw in kws 
htree = wordnet_hypen_tree(kw) 
for each hypen h in htree 
if (h not in total_hypen_tree) 

h.frequency=1 
total_hypen_tree ->append(h) 

else 
total_hypen_tree ->at(h)->freq++ 

for each h in total_hypen_tree 
calculate_depth(h) 
weight = 2 ((1/(1+ exp(-0.0125 * (h->depth ^3 * h->freq/ 
kws_in_wn->size)))) - 0.5)) 

sort_weights(total_hypen_tree) 
important_hypens = (kws ->size/4)*top(total_hypen_tree) 
return kws += important_hypens  

Alg. 1. Enriching news articles using WordNet hypernyms 
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3.2   Labeling Clusters Using WordNet 

In order to generate suggested labels for each resulting cluster, we are also utilizing the 
WordNet hypernyms information as presented in Algorithm 2. Cluster labeling oper-
ates on each cluster, fetching initially 10% of the most important keywords belonging 
to each article of the cluster. We have found that this percentage is enough for the 
process to maintain a high quality level for the resulting labels by not introducing 
much noise. For each cluster’s keyword we generate the hypernym graph and append it 
to the aggregate one. The resulting nodes are weighted, sorted and the top 5 hypernyms 
are returned as suggested labeling tags for the cluster. Using Algorithm 1 and 2, we can 
describe the algorithmic steps of W-kmeans as presented in Algorithm 3. 

 
Algorithm wordnet_cl_labeling 
Input: clusters 
Output: cluster_labels 
for each cluster c 
total_hypen_tree = NULL 
for each article a in c 
cluster_kws += fetch 10% most frequent k/ws for a 

for each keyword kw in cluster_kws 
hypens_tree = wordnet_hypen_tree(kw) 
for each hypen h in hypens_tree 
if (h not in total_hypen_tree) 
h.frequency=1 
total_hypen_tree->append_child(h) 

else 
total_hypen_tree->at(h)->frequency++ 

for each hypen h in total_hypen_tree 
calculate_depth(h) 
weight = 2 ((1/(1+ exp(-0.0125 * (h->depth ^3 * h->frequency/ 
kws_in_wordnet ->size)))) - 0.5)) 

sort_weights(total_hypen_tree) 
cluster_labels+=5*top(total_hypen_tree) 

return cluster_labels 

Alg. 2. Labeling clusters using WordNet hypernyms 

 
Algorithm W-kmeans 
Input: articles, number of clusters 
Output: cluster assignments 
for each article a 
fetch 20% most frequent k/ws for a 
wordnet_enrich(a) 
clusters = kmeans() 

return wordnet_cl_labeling (clusters) 

Alg. 3. News article’s clustering using W-kmeans 

4   Experimental Procedure 

For our experiments we used a set of 8000 news articles obtained from major news 
portals like BBC, CNN, etc. over a period of 2 months. Those articles were evenly  

 

shared among the 8 base categories that our system features. In order to determine the  
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Fig. 3. Evaluating W-kmeans clustering over articles belong to various categories 

efficiency of each clustering method, we used the evaluative criterion of Clustering 
Index (CI) as explained in [13], defined as: )/(2 δσσ +=CI , where σ  is the average 

intra-cluster similarity and δ  is the average inter-cluster similarity. For our first 
experimentation set, we run both of the kmeans and W-kmeans algorithms on the 
dataset and observed the CI scores over varying categories, number of articles and 
number of clusters. For the results presented in Fig. 3, the top set of lines gives the CI 
for the case of WordNet enriched executions of the kmeans algorithm, compared to 
the non enriched ones (bottom set). It is clearly depicted that the quality of the 
kmeans algorithm has improved significantly when applied in our data set regardless 
the number of articles or the category they belong. 

This provides a confirmation for the initial hypothesis that using outside features 
from the English language, apart from only textual - extracted features can be particu-
larly useful. Another observation is that as the number of articles increase, the CI 
difference of W-kmeans compared to kmeans gets wider. We believe that this is be-
cause of the fact that while our experimentation data set grows larger the probability 
of hypernyms occurring also increases. Therefore, our clustering approach has a better 
chance of selecting clusters with improved connectivity. Fig. 4 presents the CI results 
for a variety of cluster numbers as averaged over all the categories (i.e. over all 8000 
articles). The improvement, as before, is more than ten times over CI scores obtained 
with normal k-means (logarithmic scales in both Fig. 3 and 4). We also pinpointed 
that for the case of 50 clusters, the results are slightly improved over the rest of the 
cases which can be interpreted as a viable indication of the actual number of clusters 
our data set seems to have. 
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Fig. 4. Averaging Clustering Index over categories for various cluster numbers 

For our second experimentation set, we evaluated the labeling results of the pro-
posed algorithm. In order to do so, we applied W-kmeans over our data set using a 
total number of 8 clusters. Since the articles of the data set are pre-categorized to one 
of the 8 categories used, we compared the resulting cluster labels to aggregate lists 
created for each category containing: a) the 10 most frequent keywords of each cate-
gory b) the category name itself. Labels getting ‘close’ (i.e. synonyms or derivatives) 
to the contents of the aggregate list are considered as representative ones. In addition, 
the category’s aggregate list to which a cluster has the most labels belonging to is 
accepted as the representative category for this cluster. We evaluated the accuracy of 
the labeling process using the precision of the suggested cluster labels against the 
aggregate list of the category that the respective cluster belongs to. Precision for la-
beling i and its belonging category j is defined as:  

ba

a
jirankavgcategorylabelprecision ji

+
⋅= ),(_),(  (4) 

where ),(_ jirankavg is the average rank that labeling i has in the aggregate list of 

category j, a  is the number of terms labeling i has for category j and b  is the number 
of terms that labeling i has but are not in the jth’s category aggregate list. The preci-
sion results per category presented in Table 1 show an overall precision rate of 75% 
for our labeling approach which would have been even better if the ‘technology’ and 
‘science’ categories were not so closely related to each other. 
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Table 1. Precision results for cluster labeling over various categories using W-kmeans  

Category W-kmeans Precision 
Business 85% 
Entertainment 78% 
Health 90% 
Politics 88% 
Science 65% 

5   Conclusion 

We have presented a novel algorithmic approach towards enhancing the kmeans algo-
rithm using knowledge from an external database, WordNet, in a twofold manner. W-
kmeans firstly enriches the clustering process itself by utilizing hypernyms and sec-
ondly, generates useful labels for the resulting clusters. We have measured a 10-times 
improvement over the standard kmeans algorithm in terms of high intra-cluster simi-
larity and low inter-cluster similarity. Furthermore, the resulting labels are with high 
precision the correct ones as compared with their category tagging counterparts. As a 
future enhancement, we will be evaluating W-kmeans with regards to time efficiency 
using more clustering algorithms and larger document sets 
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